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 social good
              good colorwith

social good : nonprofits striving to achieve their missions; 
people celebrating life; making an impact.

good color : equals good design; taking a risk with the 
color wheel; making an impact.

mission : to thrive at the intersection of precision,  exploration, 
wonderment, enthusiasm,  & goodness; to make an impact.



Health Leads

mission : catalyze this health care system by connecting patients with the basic 
resources they need to be healthy, and in doing so, build leaders with the conviction 
and ability to champion quality care for all patients.
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Project: press kit folder redesign

As Health Leads rebranded, their program and mission received national 
attention.  They needed a press kit folder that was clean, simple, and 

didn’t distract attention from The New York Times articles inside. 



Project: national event invitation

The annual national event 
builds support for Health 
Leads’ system-changing 
vision & mission.  This 
design uses their iconic 
arrow as a motif to create 
a pattern while the format 
of the card invites guests to 
see what’s inside.



Project: regional event invitations

Regional events build support for Health Leads’ mission at the local-level; they are 
important fundraising and ‘friend’-raising opportunities. The concept incorporates 

Health Leads’ iconic arrow in the illustration and design of the invitations.



Project: patient brochures

Patient brochures are a key way for new patients to learn about Health Leads 
when visiting their community health center. This piece had to convey the 
program & how patients can access it while maintaining brand integrity.



Generations Incorporated

mission :  unites older adults and youth in partnership to 
strengthen individuals and communities.
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An annual report shares the successes of an organization with investors, friends, and 
community members.  It’s a vital piece of collateral meant to report not only the financials, 
but more importantly, the social impact.

Project: annual report 2010



Project: press kit folder redesign

A press kit folder is the first piece of collateral a potential investor is going to see. The new 
design is fresher, younger, and highlights the people of Generations Incorporated.



Project: annual appeal 2010

Nonprofits are able to work towards achieving their mission 
and making an impact because their supporters believe in 
them — and financially contribute to their cause. For this 
appeal we engaged the investors in what the children and 
older adults are thankful for: each other.



I heart NY
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Project: 30th birthday New York trip map

Bryan was heading to New York to celebrate his 30th birthday with his 
friends and family.  To commemorate the event, I designed a card of 
the weekend’s activities.  Who doesn’t love a map with a healthy dose 
of artsy abstraction?



Connolly-Marcella Wedding
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Project: Connolly-Marcella wedding dress shopping map

Kelly was going to New York City with her mom & maid 
of honor to look for the perfect wedding dress. Using 
her dress appointments and little whimsy, I designed a 
stylized map as a well wishes card for her trip.



Project: Connolly-Marcella wedding guest welcome brochure

With the perfect dress secured, Kyle & Kelly planned a wedding in Kelly’s home state of Florida. 
They wanted their out-of-town guests to feel welcome & informed so we conceptualized this 
welcome brochure. Complete with a map, dining, & activity recommendations, this brochure 
made sure everyone had a great time. I used their wedding colors prominently in the design 
and included the bird motif from their wedding invitations.



mission :  thrive at the intersection of precision,  exploration, 
wonderment, enthusiasm, & goodness; to make an impact.

Personal Work



Project: square curvy motif color study

This series began as a sketch on the 
car ride home from wine-tasting in the 
Finger Lakes of New York. I couldn’t 
wait to manipulate it & add color to it, 
so I opened my laptop & spent the next 
six hours on the drive back to Boston 
working on the initial concept.



Project: happy tears motif color study

These designs were a study both 
in color & pattern. I love how the 
simplicity of the teardrop shape can 
become complex when moved close 
together & color is added. The final 
product is interesting to look at while 
still having crisp, clean lines.
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Thank You.

I look forward to connecting 
with you about how I can 
design for you & your 
mission.


